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AIS Healthcare opens state-of-the-art compounding pharmacy in Dallas

Built to exceed state and industry sterility standards, the new pharmacy enables AIS Healthcare to ensure  
a consistent supply of patient-specific prescriptions of the highest quality. 

Dallas, Texas—AIS Healthcare opened its second 503A specialty compounding pharmacy in Dallas, creating  
a fully redundant targeted drug delivery operation that goes beyond state and industry standards to produce 
medications of the highest quality. 

Like the existing AIS Healthcare pharmacy in Ridgeland, Mississippi, the Dallas facility includes significant 
investments to meet or exceed USP <797> requirements for compounding pharmacies. Both facilities are able  
to compound and ship any or all of AIS Healthcare’s more than 120,000 annual patient-specific dispenses, 
redundancy that allows AIS Healthcare to ensure drug supply continuity to patients across the country. 

“At AIS Healthcare, we’re known for going above and beyond in everything we do,” said Simon Castellanos,  
Chief Executive Officer of AIS Healthcare. “By investing in two fully redundant pharmacies that lead the industry  
in quality and safety standards, we’re demonstrating to providers, payers and patients that we’re the pharmacy  
that is going to exceed their expectations, every time.”

The Dallas pharmacy was designed to produce medications with the highest possible sterility levels, from an 
interior built without any particle-producing materials or non-cleanable surfaces to multiple controlled rooms  
that exceed the required ISO standards for cleanliness and air quality. Inside, AIS Healthcare’s compounding 
procedures result in industry-leading quality assurance, including 100% third-party testing of all stock solutions 
and a proprietary process that combines aseptic processing with terminal sterilization to achieve 1:1,000,000 
sterility assurance levels and extended Beyond-use Date (BUD). 

“At every step in the medication compounding process, we put patient safety first,” said Jonathan Hamer,  
Director of Pharmacy and Pharmacist-in-Charge, Dallas. “With AIS Healthcare, you know you’re getting 
medication compounded by specially trained pharmacists who always have the patient top-of-mind.”

Both AIS Healthcare pharmacies are regularly inspected by national and state boards of pharmacy as well  
as the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (with zero 483 
observations on the last inspection). PCAB-accredited for sterile compounding, AIS Healthcare is dually 
accredited by URAC and the Accreditation Commission for Health Care (ACHC).      

http://aiscaregroup.com/
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About AIS Healthcare 

Advancing quality. Improving lives. 

As the leading targeted drug delivery (TDD) and infusion care provider, AIS Healthcare is committed to doing more 
of what matters. From pharmacies that put patient safety first to comprehensive services that enhance the entire 
care experience, we go beyond the expected in everything we do. 
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